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Overview
Saint Louis University's Department of Sociology and Anthropology offers a variety of courses and concentrations that are directed toward understanding the patterns and processes of social life. The faculty focus on perspectives that illuminate and involve students in issues of social justice. The faculty emphasizes cross-cultural approaches that highlight the increasingly diverse and global world.

Programs
Undergraduate
• Anthropology, B.A.
• Anthropology, Minor
• Computational Geospatial Science, Minor
• Forensic Science, B.S.
• Forensic Science, Minor
• Sociology, B.A.
• Sociology, B.A. to M.S. Accelerated Program
• Sociology, Minor

Graduate
• Public and Social Policy, Ph.D.
• Sociology, M.S.
• Sociology, M.S. & Law, J.D. Dual Degree

Faculty
Elizabeth Chiarello, Ph.D.
Amy Cooper, Ph.D.
Terra Edwards, Ph.D.
Monica Eppinger, J.D., Ph.D.
Scott Harris, Ph.D.
Joel Jennings, Ph.D.
Ajлина Karamemih-Muratovic, Ph.D.
Kathryn E. Kuhn, Ph.D.
Katherine C MacKinnon, Ph.D.
Hisako Matsuo, Ph.D.
Daniel Monti, Ph.D.
Bruce O’Neill, Ph.D.
Christopher Prener, Ph.D.
J.S. Onésimo Sandoval, Ph.D.
Terry Tomazic, Ph.D.
Mary Vermilion, Ph.D.